Abstract. In 1944 R.P Agnew characterized limit points of single dimensional sequences by proving the following: Let A be regular and let xn be a bounded complex sequence, then there exists a subsequence yn of xn such that the set Ly of limit points of the transform Yn of yn includes the set Lx of limit points of the sequence xn-In this paper we shall use the definition of Pringsheim limit points in [6] to present a multidimensional I analogues of Agnew result in [1].
Introduction
In [2] - [5] , and [8] the four dimensional matrix transformation (Ax)mtTl = ΣΜ=Ι,Ι a m,n,k,iXk,i was studied extensively by Robison and Hamilton. In their work and throughout this paper, the class of four dimensional matrices and double sequences are of real valued entry unless specified otherwise. Here we consider the behavior of four dimensional matrix transformations on the spaces of subsequences of a double sequence. Such a four dimensional matrix A is said to be RH-regular if it maps every bounded P-convergent sequence (defined below) into a P-convergent sequence with the same P-limit. In this papers we shall present an extension of Agnew's theorem in [1] concerning limit points and summability of subsequences. We give a double sequence analogue of Agnew's theorem as follows: Let A be an RH-regular matrix and Xkj be a bounded double complex sequence; then there exists a subsequence yjt / of ifc j such that the set Py of Pringsheim limit points of the transform of ykj includes the set Px of Pringsheim limit points of x.
exists Ν e Ν such that |xjt / -L\ < t whenever k,l > N. We shall describe such an χ more briefly as P-convergent. A two dimensional matrix transformation is said to be regular if it maps every convergent sequence into a convergent sequence with the same limit. The Silverman-Toeplitz theorem [9] , [10] characterizes the regularity of two dimensional matrix transformations. In 1926 Robison presented a four dimensional analog of regularity for double sequences in which he added an additional assumption of boundedness. This assumption was made because a double sequence which is P-convergent is not necessarily bounded. The definition of the regularity for four dimensional matrices will be stated next, followed by the Robison-Hamilton characterization of the regularity of four dimensional matrices.
DEFINITION 2.4 ([6]
). The four dimensional matrix A is said to be Eliregular if it maps every bounded P-convergent sequence into a P-convergent sequence with the same P-limit. REMARK 2.2. Definition 2.6 can also be stated as follows: A double sequence χ is P-divergent provided that either χ contains at least two subsequences with distinct finite limit points or χ contains an unbounded subsequence.
Also note that, if χ contains an unbounded subsequence then χ also contains a definite divergent subsequence. In addition, note that if the double sequence χ contains at most a finite number of unbounded rows andor columns then every subsequence of χ is bounded. Also the finite number of unbounded rows andor columns does not affect the P-convergence or P-divergence of χ and its subsequences.
Main Results
The following is a double sequence analogue of the following theorem of Agnew [1] : Let A be regular and let xn be a bounded complex sequence.
Then there exists a subsequence yn of x" such that the set Ly of limit points of the transform Yn of yn includes the set Lx of limit points of the sequence xn. Proof. Since Px is a closed set and the set of complex numbers is separable, there exists a countably infinite or finite subset Ε of Px such that Ε = Px.
Let {uhJ} be a double sequence in Ε that contains all elements of Ε with {ujj} defined so that each P-limit point of χ is a P-limit point of {uitj}. Thus for i, j = 1,2,... let x T .' 3 , r, s = 1,2,... be a subsequence of χ with P-limit points üij, where üij is a P-limit point of x. Let etJ be a bounded double sequence such that P-limjj etJ = 0. Therefore there exist four increasing index sequences, 
Having selected the subsequence y^ from χ for fixed i and j with k < ki and I < lj, we now choose y^/ with ki < k < fcj+i and lj < I < lj+\ from x r fc ;Y such that j/ r)i is the predecessor of yjt.l in a; whenever r < k οτ s < I and 
